COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

BOULDER
V1235

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

One of our most popular boots, the Boulder features our highest
quality finishes, including the famous V12 rivet. We only select
the very best hides and triple-stitch every boot to make sure it is
built to last.

VS102 Full length replaceable, energy return footbed
incorporating rebound foam with air circulation vents and
anti-bacterial properties.

Safety Specification

Wide fitting corrosion resistant steel. Tested to impact of
200 Joules.

EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 HRO SRA

Toecap

Protective midsole
Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Size
Available in sizes: 4 – 16 (37 – 51)

Upper
Full grain oiled cow hide leather - durable, water resistant and
breathable. Heavy duty triple stitching, gun-metal eyelets and
the famous V12 reinforcing rivets. Soft comfortable padded
collar.

Lining
Moisture wicking, highly breathable lining - cooler in summer
but warmer in winter.
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Sole
Goodyear welted anti-static nitrile rubber sole. Heat resistant
to approximately 300°C. Abrasion and slip resistant to latest
European standards. Powerflex™ sole - excellent flexibility
with anti-fatigue properties. Oil, acid, alkali and hydrocarbon
resistant.

Weight
1006g* based on a size 8 (42).

Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

OTTER STS
V6400.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Otter is one of the lightest boots in its class. It’s built on a
specially-shaped last and features an ergonomic top band for
comfort when driving, a suede leather tongue and nonsnagging eyelet system. A heel pull tab makes it easy to
get on, and an anti-slip heel lining will keep your foot in place.
Metal-free, the boot benefits from the Dual Comfort shock
absorbing footbed and the new STS rugged sole - working hard
so your feet don’t have to.

The dual comfort insole features unique airflow channels to
maximise air circulation and reduce heat. With twin antishock
foam pods at the heel and the ball of the foot, this insole will
provide daylong comfort where you need it most.

Safety Specification

Protective midsole

EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC

Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Toecap
Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
Tested to impact of 200 Joules.

Sole

Size
Available in sizes: 3 – 13 (36 – 48)

Upper
Smooth water resistant leather - durable and breathable.
Fully padded collar.

Lining
Padded, moisture wicking and highly breathable. Cool in
summer, warm in winter.
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The V12 STS is a revolution in sole design. Inspired by tractor
tyre technology and made from highly durable PU, the STS
provides high stability and traction on loose surfaces and has
ladder grips with firefighter standards of safety. A re-designed
heel strike pad and non-clogging channels deliver exceptional
water dispersal.

Weight
792g* based on a size 8 (42).

Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

BOBCAT STS
V6420.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Modeled on the lightweight Otter STS, the Bobcat is built on a
specially-shaped extreme comfort last and features an ergonomic
top band for comfort when driving. The honey nubuck upper
really makes this product stand out and it has a non-snagging
eyelet system for safety. A heel pull tab makes it easy to get on,
and an anti-slip heel lining will keep your foot in place. The boot
benefits from the dual comfort shock absorbing footbed and the
new STS rugged sole - working hard so your feet don’t have to.

The dual comfort insole features unique airflow channels to
maximise air circulation and reduce heat. With twin antishock
foam pods at the heel and the ball of the foot, this insole will
provide daylong comfort where you need it most.

Safety Specification

Protective midsole

EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC

Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Toecap
Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
Tested to impact of 200 Joules.

Sole

Size
Available in sizes: 3 – 13 (36 – 48)

Upper
Honey nubuck leather upper - durable and breathable. Bellows
tongue and padded ergonomic scoop collar. Triple stitched
stress points.

Lining
Padded, moisture wicking and highly breathable. Cool in
summer, warm in winter.
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The V12 STS is a revolution in sole design. Inspired by tractor
tyre technology and made from highly durable PU, the STS
provides high stability and traction on loose surfaces and has
ladder grips with firefighter standards of safety. A re-designed
heel strike pad and non-clogging channels deliver exceptional
water dispersal.

Weight
710g* based on a size 8 (42).

Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

BISON IGS
VR600.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Constructed from a polished full grain leather upper, the new
and improved Bison has a cut away scoop collar for easy foot
access and comfort. Lightweight, metal-free and with
nonsnagging eyelets, the Bison is created on a new last and has
an improved shock absorbing footbed. The innovative IGS
rubber sole unit ensures superb grip on all surfaces and
increased cushioning underfoot. This style is also available
in oiled brown hide and honey nubuck.

Heel pump shock absorbing footbed. Contoured to support the
foot, with air channels to wick moisture and reduce heat build
up and odour.

Safety Specification
EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 HRO SRC

Toecap
Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
Tested to impact of 200 Joules.

Protective midsole
A woven fibre midsole designed to protect from sharp objects
entering underfoot.

Sole

Available in sizes: 3 – 16 (36 – 51)

Inspired by tyre technology and made
from highly durable rubber, the IGS sole
unit features a unique hexagonal tread
ensuring superior traction, ladder grips
offering firefighter levels of safety and a
re-designed heel strike pad delivering exceptional water
dispersal. The IGS is heat resistant to approximately 300°C and
tested to HI spec in accordance with EN ISO 20345:2011.
Non-marking and resistant to diesel, fat, acid and alkali.

Upper

Weight

Water resistant and breathable full grain leather. Reinforced
stitching and a quick and easy lacing system. Deep padded
scoop collar and bound bellows tongue edge for extra strength.

852g* based on a size 8 (42).

Lining

We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

Size

Padded, moisture wicking and highly breathable. Cool in
summer, warm in winter.
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Warranty

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

STORM IGS
V1219.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Storm is a boot for all seasons, with a full bellow tongue and a
breathable waterproof vintage leather upper. The boot features a
rugged ankle stabiliser and a heel pump full foot cushioning
insole, and is created to a new extreme comfort shape for
daylong comfort. Lightweight, the boot has a composite toecap
and midsole, and features the innovative IGS rubber sole unit to
ensure superb grip on all surfaces.

Heel pump shock absorbing footbed. Contoured to support the
foot, with air channels to wick moisture and reduce heat build
up and odour.

Safety Specification

Protective midsole

EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 HRO WR SRC

A woven fibre midsole designed to protect from sharp objects
entering underfoot.

Toecap
Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
Tested to impact of 200 Joules.

Sole

Size
Available in sizes: 6 – 12 (39 – 47)

Upper
Supple drummed full grain cowhide leather, with minimal
seams enhancing the waterproof qualities. Full bellows tongue
to prevent water and dirt ingress and soft deep padded collar
for ankle support. Brassed non-snagging speed lacing system.

Lining
Waterproof lining that is breathable to reduce perspiration.
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Inspired by tyre technology and made
from highly durable rubber, the IGS sole
unit features a unique hexagonal tread
ensuring superior traction, ladder grips
offering firefighter levels of safety and a
re-designed heel strike pad delivering exceptional water
dispersal. The IGS is heat resistant to approximately 300°C and
tested to HI spec in accordance with EN ISO 20345:2011.
Non-marking and resistant to diesel, fat, acid and alkali.

Weight
929g* based on a size 8 (42).

Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

ROCKY IGS
V1255.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

With full grain waterproof cowhide leather and a breathable
membrane, the Rocky IGS has been created to a new extreme
comfort shape for daylong comfort. With a waterproof covered
zip and a traditional lace system, it is the perfect combination of
easy access and adjustability. A composite toecap and midsole
regulates temperature no matter the weather, and a scuff cap
and ankle support provide comfort and durability. The innovative
IGS rubber sole unit ensures superb grip on all terrains.

Heel pump shock absorbing footbed. Contoured to support the
foot, with air channels to wick moisture and reduce heat build
up and odour.

Safety Specification
EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 HRO SRC

Toecap
Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
Tested to impact of 200 Joules.

Protective midsole
A woven fibre midsole designed to protect from sharp objects
entering underfoot.

Sole

Available in sizes: 5 – 13 (38 – 48)

Inspired by tyre technology and made
from highly durable rubber, the IGS sole
unit features a unique hexagonal tread
ensuring superior traction, ladder grips
offering firefighter levels of safety and a
re-designed heel strike pad delivering exceptional water
dispersal. The IGS is heat resistant to approximately 300°C and
tested to HI spec in accordance with EN ISO 20345:2011.
Non-marking and resistant to diesel, fat, acid and alkali.

Upper

Weight

Waterproof oiled full grain hide upper, with a waterproof
covered zip and full bellows tongue to prevent water and dirt
ingress. Scuff cap and rugged ankle support.

908g* based on a size 8 (42).

Lining

We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

Size

Waterproof lining that is breathable to reduce perspiration.
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Warranty

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

RAWHIDE
V1231

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Crafted from rugged oil stuffed hide, the Rawhide is one of the
strongest elastic-sided work boots available. It’s also one of the
most stunning to look at because of the natural beauty and
quality of the leather.

VS102 Full length replaceable, energy return footbed
incorporating rebound foam with air circulation vents and
anti-bacterial properties.

Safety Specification

Wide fitting corrosion resistant steel. Tested to impact of 200
Joules.

EN ISO 20345:2011 SBP HRO SRA

Toecap

Protective midsole
Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Size
Available in sizes: 6 – 13 (39 – 48)

Upper
Oiled crazy horse leather upper - durable, water resistant and
breathable. Reinforced leather pull on tabs. Dual layer elastic
and triple stitched seams. Fully bound top band.

Lining
Moisture wicking, highly breathable lining - cooler in summer
but warmer in winter.
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Sole
Goodyear welted anti-static nitrile rubber sole. Heat resistant
to approximately 300°C. Abrasion and slip resistant to latest
European standards. Powerflex™ sole - excellent flexibility
with anti-fatigue properties. Oil, acid, alkali and hydrocarbon
resistant.

Weight
934g* based on a size 8 (42).

Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

COLT STS
VR609.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Colt is a classic dealer boot with a large pull-on loop for quick
and easy wear. This metal-free boot incorporates a composite
toecap and midsole, making the boot comfortable to wear all
day long, but also strong enough to protect feet. The boot also
benefits from the Dual Comfort shock absorbing insole and the
new STS rugged sole – working hard so your feet don’t have to.

The dual comfort insole features unique airflow channels to
maximise air circulation and reduce heat. With twin anti-shock
foam pods the heel and the ball of the foot, this insole will

Safety Specification

Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
It has been tested to the impact of 200 Joules.

EN ISO 20345:2011 SIP SRC

provide daylong comfort where you need it most.

Toecap

Protective midsole
Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Sole

Available in sizes: 6 – 12 ( 39 – 47)

The V12 STS is a revolution in sole design. Inspired by tractor
tyre technology and made from highly durable PU, the STS
provides high stability and traction on loose surfaces and has
ladder grips with firefighter standards of safety. A re-designed
heel strike pad and non-clogging channels deliver exceptional
water dispersal.

Upper

Weight

Durable black leather upper - water resistant and breathable.
Reinforced leather pull on tabs and elastic side panels.

724g* based on a size 8 (42).

Size

Lining
Durable moisture wicking and highly breathable lining.
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Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day guarantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

STALLION STS
VR610.01
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Footbed

Made with oiled brown hide, the Stallion is a premium
dealer boot. The design includes a composite midsole and
toecap for daylong comfort as well as protection. There is
also a strong pull loop for quick and easy wear. The boot
also benefits from the Dual Comfort shock absorbing insole
and the new STS rugged sole – working hard so your feet
don’t have to.

The dual comfort insole features unique airflow channels to
maximise air circulation and reduce heat. With twin anti-shock
foam pods the heel and the ball of the foot, this insole will
provide daylong comfort where you need it most.

Safety Specification
EN ISO 20345:2011 SIP SRC

Toecap
Wide fitting composite non sparking and thermal insulating.
It has been tested to the impact of 200 Joules.

Protective midsole
Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Sole

Size

The V12 STS is a revolution in sole design. Inspired by tractor
tyre technology and made from highly durable PU, the STS
provides high stability and traction on loose surfaces and has
ladder grips with firefighter standards of safety. A re-designed
heel strike pad and non-clogging channels deliver exceptional
water dispersal.

Available in sizes: 6 – 12 ( 39 – 47)

Weight

Upper

751g* based on a size 8 (42).

Oiled brown leather upper - durable, water resistant and
breathable. Reinforced leather pull on tabs, dual layer elastic.

Warranty

Lining
Durable moisture wicking and highly breathable lining.
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We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day guarantee
as standard.

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

STAMPEDE
V1241

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Description

Toecap

This special dealer boot is crafted from vintage leather. We’ve
used triple-stitched seams with a heavy-gauge contrasting thread
for ultimate comfort on site or in the dealership.

Wide fitting corrosion resistant steel. Tested to impact of
200 Joules.

Safety Specification

Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

EN ISO 20345:2011 SBP HRO SRA

Size
Available in sizes: 6 – 12 (39 – 47)

Upper
Full grain ‘Vintage’ cow hide leather - durable, water resistant
and breathable. Heavy duty triple stitching, reinforced pull-on
loop & double thickness elastic.

Lining
Padded, moisture wicking and highly breathable. Cool in
summer, warm in winter.

Footbed
VS102 Full length replaceable, energy return footbed
incorporating rebound foam with air circulation vents and
anti-bacterial properties.
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Protective midsole
Sole
Goodyear welted anti-static nitrile rubber sole. Heat resistant
to approximately 300°C. Abrasion and slip resistant to latest
European standards. Powerflex™ sole - excellent flexibility
with anti-fatigue properties. Oil, acid, alkali and hydrocarbon
resistant.

Weight
946g* based on a size 8 (42).

Warranty
We design our boots to the highest standard to ensure they
keep you safe day after day. We’re so confident that our boots
will stand the test of time, that we offer a 200 day gaurantee
as standard.

VW163R RIVER
B L A C K / R E D M I D S O L E P V C C H E S T WA D E R

This is a quality reinforced chest wader. The
heavy-duty top section has quick release straps,
reinforced knees and an adjustable draw cord. All
this is double welded to a heavy-duty PVC/Nitrile
wellington.
CE Specification
EN ISO 20345:2011 S5
Size
3 – 13 (36 – 48)

Upper
Heavy duty 700gm/m2 material. Quick release straps.
Double welded seams, flexible down to -50°C. Extra room
toecap and leg. Inside pocket and adjustable draw cord.
Lining
Nylon lining.
Footbed
NA.
Toecap
Wide fitting corrosion resistant steel. Tested to impact of
200 Joules.
Protective midsole
Flexible corrosion resistant steel, pierce resistant to 1100N.
Sole
Red PVC/Nitrile SRC rated non-clogging sole.
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